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Robust Checks 

There are two main empirical problems in our results. One is the persistence of the 

VAR variables. The other is that we choose money supply data instead of yield spread. 

We compare the VAR results from OLS method with the results from Bootstrap 

method to judge the finite-sample bias in our empirical analysis. Fortunately, the 

persistence of variables does not interfere with our results. Moreover, the difference 

with variable choice is moderate. It seems that our result is robust in these two 

aspects. 

 

Our beta decomposition model relies on a vector autoregression that estimates the 

innovations generated the two news terms: discount-rate news and cash-flow news. 

The persistence of VAR variables raises problems about statistic inference bias as the 

suggestions of Kendall (1954) and Stambaugh (1999). They point out that the 

estimates of persistent autoregression coefficients will be biased downward in finite 

samples. We follow the Bootstrap method adapted by Campbell and Vuolteenaho 

(2004) to generate 2500 artificial data series using the estimated VAR coefficients and 

re-estimate the VAR system 2500 times. The average coefficients estimated in the 

artificial data and the original VAR coefficients give us a measurement finite-sample 

of bias caused by the persistence of variables. 

 

We have already reported the VAR results from OLS method and Bootstrap method in 

Table (2). The difference within these two methods is moderate and we think it is a 

reasonable choice to adapt our original VAR coefficients. From Table (2) and Table 

(3), the Bootstrap results for VAR coefficients and map functions of our news term 

estimations can support our decision further. The Bootstrap results in Table (3) show 
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that the correlation matrix of VAR innovations and our two news terms are also stable. 

There are not significant difference between our original VAR results and bootstrap 

results. The exceptions are the correlation between news terms and state variables. 

The difference of their correlations between original results and bootstrap results is 

much higher, but it is still not significant because the higher standard deviation of 

bootstrap results. The map functions of innovations for news estimation are stable, too. 

According to Campbell and Vuolteenaho (2004), this is because the bias causes some 

overstatement of short-term return predictability but an understatement of the 

long-term impact of predictability. These two effects work against each other. 

 

We use M1B in our paper instead of yield spread between different maturity bonds as 

a VAR state variable because of the lack of yield spread data in Taiwan. In fact, the 

secondary market of 10-year maturity Taiwan government bond began in 1995. 

Therefore, we can treat the difference within market yield of 10-year maturity bond 

and 3-month period time deposit interest rate on NT dollars deposit of First 

Commercial Bank as a rough yield spread (TY) data in Taiwan after 1995. We 

compare the VAR results from state variables including our yield spread data with our 

original state variables including M1B after 1995. Table (5) shows the VAR results 

from these two different variable choices after 1995. As we expect, the results from 

M1B and TY are similar. 

 

In addition, we can also compare the results including M1B from 1995 with our 

original results from 1985 as a sub-sample test. There is some difference in VAR 

coefficients, but the only change in intercept of VS equation is the its sign. The 

weighted coefficients, excluding M1B, that map state variable innovations to two 

news terms are stable. The exception is the weighted function of M1B for news terms 
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that not only has significant change but also sign change from 0.77 to -0.21. 

 

The fitness of excess market return predicted equation from 1995 is about 10% which 

is slightly higher than original results from 1985 but the predictive ability of M1B is 

lower. As different results of robust check indicate, we do not think there are critical 

problems in our original VAR variable choice and VAR results. We still proceed to use 

our original VAR coefficients and weighted function to estimate discount-rate news 

and cash-flow news. 

 


